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“Blessed be the LORD God of Israel; For He hath visited and redeemed His people, And hath raised up an horn of salvation for us
in the house of his servant David; as he spake by the mouth of his holy prophets, which have been since the world began; That we
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by Pastor Peter John Peters

This article is for those, the remnant, with eyes to see and
ears to hear, for those with the oil of understanding in their
lamps. To those of the world it will be but foolishness, yea
even bordering lunacy, for the masses will not look upon, nor
hear, and certainly not believe the words of Jesus Christ concerning certain men. The masses have been brainwashed into
believing in the concept of the brotherhood of mankind and
that all men are the same and are so viewed in the eyes of our
God. Not so!
Our great God and Savior, Jesus Christ (Titus 2:13) has
told us some men are Sons of Hell and are of their father the
devil, desiring to do the will of their father, who was a murderer from the beginning (John 8:44). When such men get in
positions of media control and high ranking government positions, it becomes a danger to His people.
In our tape series entitled Power, Prophecy, Destruction,
and Deliverance, [#S-885 to S-896, 12 tapes @ $50 the set,
or $5 each] we address in pt 12 the ‘man’ of II Thessalonians
2:1-12, described in the NASV as “the son of destruction,”
“Man of lawlessness,” and as one who sets himself up as
God. The apostate church world is looking for such a man
when in reality he is already here. He is Esau-Edom, a people.
Richard Hoskins once told me a once-upon-a-time history story he is so well known for. The story was about Frederic the Great, King of Prussia, who, when asked if he felt
bad seeing so many of his young soldier boys die in his campaigns, replied he did not, and that they were going to die in
twenty years anyway. The story illustrates why the masses
need to understand how their leaders view them.
Those who, as Jesus said, want to steal, kill and destroy
(John 10:10) and see themselves collectively as God, view
the people as cattle to be milked, sheep to be fleeced and animals to eventually be slaughtered. They think they own the
cattle on a thousand hills (Psalm 50:10) and so they are into
herd and range management.
Coming from a ranching background, this preacher
understands the concept of herd and range management.
First, let’s consider range management. The range can only
handle a certain number of cattle without being hurt. One
does not want to overgraze the range, lest it cause the onset of
weeds, soil erosion and such. Also, the part of the range you
do not want the cattle in, you fence off to keep the cattle out.
To the wicked the world is theirs (Isaiah 10:14) i.e., their
range, and they see a need to lower the population so as not to
overgraze it, i.e. over consume the natural resources. The scenic parts; they fence the cattle out. In other words, they close
up access to the national parks and national forests, certain
beaches, canyons, etc. [or World Heritage Listed areas, CIM]

With range management comes herd management,
known in agriculture as animal husbandry. If you are
going to limit the size of the grazing herd, you’ve got to
periodically do what a cowboy calls culling the herd.
That is, get rid of the cullers. The cullers include the old
who are no longer productive, the unmanageable (like the
fence jumpers), the ones that don’t want to be part of the
herd, or even the cow that is overprotective of her calf,
making it difficult or dangerous for you to catch, tag,
brand and/or castrate it.
Now the Bible tells us there are men who view the
people in exactly this animal-like fashion. It happens
when God rejects His people. “Yet for your sake we face
death all day long, we are considered as sheep to be
slaughtered. Awake, O Lord! Why do you sleep? Rouse
yourself. Do not reject us forever.” Psalm 44:22-23.
All this brings us to the subject of forced vaccinations which, in the opinion of this writer, are the plagues
of Babylon (Revelation 18:4) which is for the purpose of
population, or herd reduction.
This part of this article truly is for the remnant, for
the masses are so seduced that they call good evil and
evil good, just as Isaiah prophesied (Isaiah 5:20). In other
words, it’s become an Alice in Wonderland world where
everything is just the opposite. This is particularly so in
the area of vaccinations. Vaccinations spread ill health
and disease, they do not prevent it. (order the booklet,
Warning: Vaccinations are Dangerous, #024 @ $4.00;
or the book, Murder By Injection, by Eustace Mullins,
#641 @ $30.80).
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All this brings us to the subject of smallpox vaccinations.
the state, or ear-tagged by the state, etc. will most likely
The government is telling us the disease or biological weapnot favor forced vaccination on her child. So off to the
ons that terrorists will use is smallpox. (One wonders, of all
quarantine camp, for such a cow needs culling.
the disease-weapons of choice supposedly available to these
The old cows that no longer efficiently produce
illusive so-called terrorists, how does the government know it
would be those on social security. Their immune systems
will be smallpox?)The government is so sure of this that it is,
are weaker and thus they cannot handle the vaccination as
according to news articles in “USA Today” 29-Nov-01 & 24
well. Though it’s not been made known, the truth is, if it
Oct 01, contracting for vaccine production to vaccinate
were known, that many of the elderly who submitted to
everyone! Note the following quote from the October 29,
the swine flu shot in the late seventies (see: The Great
2001 “USA Today” news article entitled 300 million doses,
1976 Swine-Flu Caper, #207 @ $3 for 10) died over the
just in case. “‘We want 300 million doses so that every
next year of various ailments. That was the purpose of the
American can be assured there is a dose with his or her name
shot, according to many underground reports at the time
on it, should it be needed’ Health & Human Services Secrefrom those in the know.
tary Tommy Thompson said Tuesday.” The quote indicates
Even the younger in the herd that possess not a strong
they are not just planning to make the vaccine and vaccinaimmune system can be affected by the vaccination, but
tions available, but plan to have your name on it also. In other
then you as a herdsman don’t want them reproducing
words, the plans are FORCED VACeither.
12:$9$,/$%/(
CINATIONS. [I saw another article
On another point, these
THE SEPTUAGINT
which said that Wisconsin had
herdsmen are promoting crosspassed legislation requiring forced
in Greek/English, Brenton Translation. breeding also, by the imagery of
vaccination with a penalty of
blacks and whites and yellows
$10,000 and/or 6 months jail for The Septuagint is the Old Testament in Greek and browns inter-mingling and
translated 280 years before Christ. It is not interracially breeding. Is it any
non-compliance! Be warned. CIM]
Forced vaccinations will help only quoted verbatim in most N.T. quotations wonder they call us dumb
round up and corral the unmanage- of the O.T., but was prominently used by the goyim? (Remember, goyim is
able cattle that all the herdsman cull.
their code word for cattle).
I remember many years ago as a earliest Christians and Israelite Diaspora. It
The fact that the government
young cowboy and wrangler leaving was used by Christians for 1500 years of our is not concerned about the death
the Sandhill ranch country of West- history; only in the last 400 years has it been of millions of people is seen in
ern Nebraska, and going to work for
same “USA Today” newspasupplanted by the (Jewish) Masoretic so- the
Jim Lynch, who at that time was the
per wherein it speaks of the govforeman of a beautiful Colorado called Hebrew O.T. which did not exist until ernment not allowing the people
mountain ranch near the Continental 1050 AD. If you are serious about studying to have access to its stockpiles of
Divide. I found working and driving the Scriptures, you must have a Septuagint! potassium iodide. The newspaper
cows there to be much different and
further states the great potential
#532 @ $55 ppd.
more difficult because of the terrain.
of terrorists either exploding a
One day I was swearing profusely on
nuclear bomb or what is called a
a cattle drive at some cows that had ducked off into the timber
“dirty” bomb, using dynamite and radio-active material.
(I was not a Christian at the time), and Jim Lynch came riding
On that note, probably every household should have a
up grinnin’ and said, “you know Pete, the problem is ya gotta
month’s supply of potassium iodide. Potassium iodide is
be smarter than the cow.” This insulting jest, of course, didn’t
reported to prevent radiation from killing off the thyroid
help my disposition any. Well, these evil herdsmen are
and/or the thyroid cancer that can be caused by radiation.
smarter than the cows. The fence jumpers, the ones that won’t
[If you want to find out about ordering Potassium Iodide,
stay with the herd and the ones that serve as unruly leaders of
contact Dr. Junker, 100 E. 9th Street, Kimball, NE 69145,
the herd are hard to round up and corral. But forced vaccinaUSA]
tion will make it easy.
The bottom line is we have come to a point when we
First of all, those critters will be easy to identify, because
must recognize that we are indeed vulnerable livestock at
they will refuse the vaccine. The propaganda will then be that
the mercy of unscrupulous men, IF WE HAVE LEFT
those who refuse the vaccine are a health hazard to the rest.
OUR SHEPHERD, but if we, as sheep of His pasture,
Of course, this is crazy, for if the vaccination is supposed to
return to the Shepherd and guardian of our soul, He can
work, then the one getting vaccinated is getting vaccinated so
and will save us. “To grant us that we, being delivered
they can’t get the disease. How then is the non-vaccinated a
from the hand of our enemies, might serve Him without
health threat to the vaccinated? But then, it’s an Alice in Wonfear, in holiness (separation) and righteousness before
derland world where everything is opposite and good is called
Him all our days.” (Luke 1:74-75). -----------------evil and evil called good (Isaiah 5:20). Since the un-vacciand from a letter to Pete Peters:
nated are now the health threat, they have to go to FEMA
Dear Pastor Peters: I have recently come across someQuarantine Camps (we don’t yet call them concentration
thing I thought was very interesting about the abortion pill
camps) and so the unmanageable cattle are easily corralled. If
RU486.
they choose to take the vaccine rather than the corral (concenSince hearing the term RU486 I thought it to be pecutration camp), and they are already on the herdsman’s list to
liar and felled compelled to investigate. To make this
cull, then rest assured that their vaccine (with their name on
story short: Looking up this number in Strong’s Concorit) will have its own “special” ingredients.
dance, I noted that the #86 in the Greek is the word
There may be some cows, as there often are in a herd, that
“Hades,” (a place of departed souls, hell, death). Theregets to thinking the calf at her side belongs to her, and she can
fore, RU486 could be translated, “Are you for death,” or
become overly protective to the point it’s dangerous for the
“Are you ready for Hell.”
cowboy to walk in the corral with her or try to tag, brand or
This may be coincidence but I found it interesting.
castrate the calf. That cow needs culling as well. You want a
Perhaps you could comment about this on one of your
cow that’s a good mother cow and provides milk, etc., but not
messages. Thank you! Mississippi.
Courtesy Scriptures for America, Box 766 LaPorte CO 80535
overly protective. In the goyim herd (goyim means cattle to
the wicked), a mother who won’t let her child be educated by
---------------------------------------------------------------
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stances that are toxic to people.
On one hand we have God commanding that we
maintain the purity of our blood or be subject to his wrath.
[Didn’t we hear about an earthquake in Tasmania, and a
severe storm in Northern NSW, and another fire in Colorado? CIM] On the other hand we have the government
forcing us, by law, to accept vaccinations as being good
for us and for public health.
Rather than obey the wishes of God or disobey the
mandates of government, people simply stand in line for
their vaccines and would rather not discuss the issue in an
introspective fashion that would cause them to be unbalanced and cognitively dissonant.
The power to control people in this manner was discovered much earlier than 1957. Protocol No 5 (regardless of what you may think about the Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion, 1905, it reads as if it were a
blueprint for the enslavement of the people of the world)
states that, “In order to put public opinion into our hands

Don Harkins, Idaho Observer
Entry level college psychology classes introduce the
“balance theory” and the concept of “cognitive dissonance.” While most of us take Psychology 101 to satisfy a
science requirement en-route to earning a college degree
and forget what we learned after being awarded credit for
passing the class, advertisers, the news and entertainment
industry and governments use such behavioural “theories”
to influence people’s behaviour.
According to the balance theory identified by Psychologist F. Heider in 1958, people are motivated to maintain
harmony with their perceptions, beliefs and attitudes. If, for
instance, we share the same attitudes with people we trust
and respect, all is well and balanced. If we disagree with
people we trust and respect we become concerned because
the disagreement leaves us in a state of “non-balance.”
Conversely, if we disagree with the position of somewe must bring it into a state of
body that we do not like, we are able
1HZ%RRN
bewilderment by giving expression
to maintain balance and we may feel
non-balanced if we agree with the “An Urgent 11th Hour Message - What is from all sides to so many contradictory opinions and for such
position of a person whom we do not
Coming & What to Do”
length of time as will suffice to
like.
Pastor Peter J. Peters
make the (manipulated) lose their
People who intend to control our
behaviour understand that we strive A 48-page book in A4 format. An urgent mes- heads in the labyrinth and come to
to be balanced. Governments, adver- sage designed to prepare the saints for the see that the best thing is to have
no opinion of any kind in matters
tisers and the news and entertainmarriage supper of the Lamb. Some may
ment industries design elaborate take issue with some of these teachings but in political, which it is not given to
understand, because they are
programs around the knowledge that
part 10 & 11 are the most important, and
understood only by him who guides
we do not like to think that our attibest
taken
seriously
by
those
who
want
to
be
the public. This is the first secret.”
tudes are inconsistent with our
part of the marriage supper crowd. Order [the Protocols of the Learned
behaviour.
Elders of Zion, #463 @ $4.90, or
your copy now!
Cognitive dissonance theory,
the larger version Protocols with
published by Psychologist Leon Fes#071 for an offering of $10
Explanatory Notes, #464 @
tinger in 1957, is the awareness that
$18.10]
two or more beliefs (cognitions) that
We only have to go back in hiswe hold are contradictory. “Awareness that two cognitions are dissonant, or that our cogni- tory a few short months to the Clinton/Lewinsky scandal
tions and our behaviour are contradictory, is sufficient to and the impeachment process to see how “the first secret”
motivate us to reduce the discrepancy,” wrote Spencer rat- works. By the time the Senate decided to keep Clinton in
office, the American public was so confused and dishous in Psychology, Fourth Edition.
“Cognitive dissonance is an unpleasant state that is gusted that it was happy to move on to being confused
accompanied by heightened arousal. Thus, one motive for and disgusted over the bombings of Iraq.
For many of us who have been frustrated in our
eliminating cognitive dissonance may be to reduce our
arousal to a more oprimal level,” wrote psychologists attempts to awaken the American public as to our collective peril, now we can understand why most people refuse
Croyle and Cooper in 1983.
Governments in particular, with the aid of the dominant to awaken - they have been purposefully fed a full menu
news media, intend to control public perceptions and of contradictory concepts so that their only unconscious
behaviours by incessantly employing scenarios which cre- recourse, in an attempt to maintain “balance” (sanity) is to
ate cognitive dissonance among the masses. This is the rec- bypass the contradictions and continue living their lives
ipe for totalitarianism. According to the work of Festinger with intended ignorance.
RULJLQDOO\ SXEOLVKHG LQ 7KH ,GDKR 2EVHU YHU 32 %R[  6SLULW
and others, if you present people with a concept that contains properties that are in conflict with one another, in /DNH,GDKR&RXU WHV\7KH-XELOHH
-------------------------------------------------------------order to restore balance, people have a tendency to ignore
&+5,67,$1(&2120,&6$)281'$7,21,1/$:
the discrepancy - sweep it under the rug.
by Ian Hodge
An excellent example of how cognitive dissonance
The Christianity that gave us Magna Carta also gave
works in contemporary society is the issue of vaccines as a
method of disease prevention. For people who believe in us a much longer and more Biblical explanation of the
the Bible, there is no doubt that God places tremendous Eighth Commandment. In the seventeenth century, Chrisimportance on blood. The Old Testament in particular tians were struggling to define the Faith. In the aftermath
labours the importance of blood and blood purity and that of the Reformation, claims that the true Faith was to be
found in Catholicism, Lutheranism, Calvinism, or a host
the corruption of blood is against the wishes of God.
Vaccines when injected into the body are a direct cor- of other - isms on the rise at the time needed to be
ruption of blood. Vaccines, according to vaccine manufac- defended by their proponents. One such group in England
turers, contain live and dead virus from any number of gave us the Westminster Confession of Faith and its
animals (pigs, monkeys, cows, sheep), “foreign RNA and accompanying shorter and larger catechisms. In the
DNA (from animals but the vaccine manufacturer is not Larger Catechism we find an older, and more compreheneven sure from which animal the RNA and DNA came sive, understanding of the Eighth Commandment. In their
from),” aluminium, formaldehyde, mercury and other sub- peculiar fashion, the framers of the Westminster Stan&KULVWLDQ,GHQWLW\0LQLVWULHV32%R[&$5':(//4/')D[
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dards gave us a positive and negative view of the command- time at Christmas, but the rest of the year often takes a
ment. “Thou shalt not steal” has positive duties, they said, as lower priority. Yet it is this heritage, deeply rooted in the
well as things forbidden.
kind of Christianity explained in the Westminster StanQuestion 141, What are the duties required in the eighth dards, that benefits nations around the world. How many
commandment?
countries benefit from the economic aid handed out by the
Answer: The duties required in the eighth command- United States, Great Britain, Australia, and other nations
ment are: truth, faithfulness, and justice in contracts and of Western Europe? In Africa, which country has the abilcommerce between man and man; rendering to everyone his ity to give aid, and how many are the recipients of aid?
due; restitution of goods unlawfully detained from the right The generosity of those nations influenced by Christianity
owners thereof; giving and lending freely, according to our is remarkable, and a hangover of Biblical Faith as
abilities, and the necessities of others; moderation of our explained in this part of the Larger Catechism.
judgments, wills, and affections concerning worldly goods;
“Moderation of our judgment, wills, and affections
a provident care and study to get, keep, use, and dispose concerning worldly goods” means that money is not the
these things which are necessary and convenient for the sus- highest priority in life. It is sad that many businesses,
tentation of our nature, and suitable to our condition; a law- often in the name of Christianity, use wealth and its accuful calling, and diligence in it; frugality; avoiding mulation as the major motivator for staff. It would be betunnecessary lawsuits and suretyship, or other like engage- ter if we could help our staff see that wealth is not the end
ments; and an endeavour, by all just and lawful means, to goal of life. Living the way God wants us to live is more
procure, preserve, and further the wealth and outward important, and this could well come at the expense of
estate of others, as well as our
worldly goods.
$ZDNHQ\RXUIULHQGVWRWKHZLFNHGQHVV
own.
“A provident care and
RIWKHPRQH\V\VWHP
study to get, keep, use, and disPractical Application
Consider the clauses and their
Omar & Goldsmith of the Temple of pose these things which are
implications: “Truth, faithfulness,
necessary and convenient for
The 13 Suns
and justice in contracts and comthe sustenation of our nature,
merce between man and man” A comic strip type history of how the money and suitable to our condition”
forms the basis of our Western
requires us to get out of bed
system came into being, with gold being
ideas of commerce. Every time we
and go to work. We have a
order goods and services over the exchanged for paper - and how it was manipu- duty, it is claimed, to “get,
phone, Internet, or by mail, we lated by those who lent it out at interest. You keep, use and dispose.” These
expect to receive the items as they
may seem contradictory. How
will be amazed, as will your friends.
were explained to us. We expect
can we both keep and use
honesty in the description of Available for the special donation of $8 for things? By making right judggoods, just as sellers expect the 10 copies. book #880. So simple a child can ments about the present and the
honesty of our checkbooks when
future. We must dispose of
understand.
they receive payment. We get
some things now. Others
these things most of the time. This is what makes commerce should wait. This is the same when we consider how to
possible, and is a major cause of the economic advancement keep and to use things. We cannot do both at the same
of the West. Without trust, suspicion arises, and suspicious time, but we can certainly learn to make better judgments
people do not trade so readily with others.
about the use of the things we possess now.
“Rendering to everyone his due” is a strange clause to
Lawful Callings
find in a commandment against theft, until we realize that
“A lawful calling, and diligence in it” implies there
God has ordained a non-democratic view of the world. are some callings that are not lawful and, therefore, not
While people may be equal in many respects, their positions available to us. It is not too hard to work out which callare not. Fathers have certain responsibilities in the home. To ings we should keep away from: prostitution, porn busideny these is to steal from the father his ability to carry out ness, thieving and murder are just a few.
his God-ordained functions. God has also given the owners
“Frugality” encourages us to consider how we might
of property certain obligations, and it is our duty to ensure use our resources. Wealth is not easily obtained and,
we do not steal the business owner’s rights of ownership and therefore, we should be careful in the way we use it. This
their attending duties. By the same notion, heads of families does not imply miserliness, another problem that needs
and heads of businesses must not steal from those under our attention. But it does encourage us to make sure that
them. This is revolutionary stuff in the modern boardroom when we use our resources they are not just frittered away.
and family. But its application in a godly manner would go a
“Avoiding unnecessary lawsuits and suretyship, or
long way toward making better families and more industri- like other engagements” is a reminder that some lawsuits
ous industries.
are unnecessary. It is also a reminder that we should avoid
Restitution
suretyship - being a guarantor for a borrower. This applies
“Restitution of goods unlawfully detained from the right to us as well as others, and would go a long way toward
owners thereof,” is often thought to be a relic of the past. restoring sound money in our system, which is currently
But the framers of the Westminster Standards understood dependent upon debt (read Billions for the Bankers,
restitution as an application of the moral law. There is a Debts for the People, #104 @ $3.00, and Omar, see box),
direct application of this in penal law and the punishment of and of those who use debt to maintain the lifestyle by havthieves. Everyone knows that a thief should repay what he ing borrowed against the future.
stole - everyone, that is, except the learned judges of our
Here is our final duty outlined, an obligation by all
courts who do little to make thieves repay to the victims that just and lawful means, to “procure, preserve and further”
which they stole. This idea prohibits the claim of the state to our own wealth as well as the wealth of others. The implieminent domain, and requires that even the state make resti- cation of this is broad. This duty calls for a balance of our
tution when it takes that which does not belong to it.
own desires against the desire of others. We have a duty to
“Giving and lending freely, according to our abilities, get wealth; we have a duty to help others become better
and the necessities of others” is something that makes it big off. We do this by exchanging goods and services with
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others, perhaps not always seeking the lowest possible price
when we buy, or charging the highest price when we sell.
Well, there you have a Radical economics, with a capital
“R,” not based on the writings of economists, but on ideas
drawn from the Bible by men who devoted themselves to a
study of the Scriptures. It requires economists and others to
take these principles and work them out in practice.

Your grandparents had a different word for burger flipping
- they called it opportunity.
Rule 6: If you mess up, it’s not your parent’s fault, so
don’t whine about your mistakes, learn from them.
Rule 7: Before you were born, your parents weren’t as
boring as they are now. They got that way from paying
your bills, cleaning your clothes and listening to you talk
&RXU WHV\&KDOFHGRQ5HSRU W%R[9DOOHFLWR&$
about how cool you are. So before you save the rainforest
--------------------------------------------------------------from the parasites of your parents’ generation, try delous+20(/,)(2)+20(6&+22/(5
ing the closet in your own room.
My name is Texas King (Yes, I am from TX), I am fourRule 8: Your school may have done away with winteen and I have three brothers and four sisters. A lot of peo- ners and losers but life has not. In some schools they have
ple think my parents are crazy for having so many children! abolished failing grades and they’ll give you as many
Well, you might too, but the fact of the matter is, that’s what times as you want to get the right answer. This doesn’t
Yahweh said to do in Genesis 9:1 “God blessed Noah and bear the slightest resemblance to ANYTHING in real life.
his sons, and said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and
Rule 9: Life is not divided into semesters. You don’t
replenish the earth.” (KJV)
get summers off and very few employers are interested in
Now-a-days a lot of people have two children, I wonder helping you find yourself. Do that on your own time.
what made them think to stop at two? Is it because they
Rule 10: Television is NOT real life. In real life peodon’t think they can support a big
ple actually have to leave the coffee
7DSHRI7KH0RQWK
family? Well, they’re right. They
shop and go to jobs.
can’t support a big family, unless #A-7223 (a) Isaiah 10 - The DestrucRule 11. Be nice to nerds.
they have faith, and trust in Yahweh tion of Prophetic Assyria. Prophecy of Chances are you’ll end up working
to provide! Not only did Yahweh say
for one.
The Jubilee
the end of the world money-power.
to have children, he said in his word:
-------------------------------------“Lo, children are an heritage of the (b) What Has God Given Us That We +2:72/,9($/21*/,)(
Lord: and the fruit of the womb is Should Give Him Thanks? The Thanks• According to Proverbs 3:1-12
his reward.” (Psa 127:3 - KJV) The
there are at least 10 things you
giving holiday will mean more to you
NASV says “... Children are a gift
should do to live a long healthy life
after hearing this.
...” my Dad likes to say “we are a
and prosper. List them on a piece of
#A-7308 Money And The Mark of The blank paper and hang them on your
blessing”!
All of us are home schooled.
Beast. Radio broadcasts on prophecy, bedroom door for one year.
Mom and Dad have taught most of the Federal Reserve, and the plunder by
• According to Deuteronomy
us how to cook, clean, work and
8:1-6 Yahweh said he ran our foreusury of our Christian people.
play! The three eldest in my family
fathers through the desert for 40
this month $8 the two
play the piano and we are in a home
years to teach us some things. List
school sports group. I’m glad that
three.
we are home schooled, because we’re not only getting a
• According to Deuteronomy 6:1-3 there is one main
good education in just about everything, we’re also getting a thing you must do to live long. What is it?
Christian education.
Memorize this!
Since my Dad owns his business everybody gets to help
How many of you know the words to meaningless
out and learn how to be responsible for their actions. Our songs and can quote lines from stupid movies but don’t
parents have taught us, that to live together, you have to spend time to memorize the words that give meaning to
work together, love each other and have faith in Yahweh, He life? Memorize this verse and one a day for the rest of
will provide.
your long life!
So to all those young people everywhere, I hope that
Deuteronomy 5:33, “You shall walk in all the way
Yahweh will bless you and make you fruitful. I pray he will which Yahweh your God has commanded you, that you
do the same for me!
may live, and that it may be well with you, and that you
In Yahweh’s name, amen.
Texas. The Jubilee.
may prolong your days in the land which you shall pos--------------------------------------------------sess.”
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Bill Gates, love him or hate him, he hits the nail on the
head with this! To anyone with children of any age, or anyone who has ever been a kid, here’s some advice Bill Gates
(founder of Microsoft) recently dished out at a high school
graduation about 11 things they did not learn in school. He
talks about how feel-good politically correct teachings created a full generation of kids with no concept of reality and
how this concept set them up for failure in the real world.
Rule 1: Life is not fair - get used to it.
Rule 2: The world won’t care about your self-esteem.
The world will expect you to accomplish something
BEFORE you feel good about yourself.
Rule 3: You will NOT make 40 thousand dollars a year
right out of high school. You won’t be a vice-president with
a car phone, until you earn both.
Rule 4: If you think your teacher is tough, wait till you
get a boss. He doesn’t have tenure.
Rule 5: Flipping burgers are not beneath your dignity.
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Dear Jubilee Teen Editors:
Thanks for having this section in your paper. I don’t
have a problem asking my parents anything. But I am glad
you have this so other kids can ask questions and the rest
of us can learn from it. I will ask this for a friend (honest!)
who is afraid to write you guys.
She is 17 and has a boyfriend. He doesn’t want to wait
for a marriage ceremony because he says it isn’t necessary, because once he and her get together they are married like Jacob did with Rabekah. I say they should have a
ceremony and she thinks so too. What do you think?
Miss G.
Dear Miss G.
Marriage is a covenant which is a matter of law. To
make the covenant complete, God (who instituted marriage), has to be a part of the covenant. Without God you
have sexual activity and no responsibility/accountability.
The marriage ceremony is basically the man and woman
making a vow to God that they will stay together and not
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dishonour the institution of marriage. This is done in front of
witnesses - hence the groomsmen (bridesmaids). Also, the
father of the bride needs to give the woman to her new covering (husband) [otherwise the husband is stealing the
woman from her father]. In Isaac’s [not Jacob’s] case he
already had the father’s blessing. He merely consummated
the marriage [no doubt after a time of feasting]. Your
friend’s beau needs to slow down and examine his responsibility to her father and God.
The Jubilee
--------------------------------------------------------

Ranger Station. Any guesses as to what color the federal
laws may be?
Hint: it is not brown! ••
The Jubilee
-------------------------------------------------------
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-The Cancer Cure That WorksSam Spade
I have read “The Cancer Cure That Worked” by Barry
Limes which is the story of Dr Royal R. Rife’s work.
Barry was assisted by Dr Rife’s partner John Crane of San
Is The Green Pasture of the American Dream
Diego.
Turning The Colour of Klamath Falls Grass?
I spent two afternoons interviewing Mr Crane in 1991,
Compiled by Don Harkins, Idaho Observer
before he passed away. Because Mr Crane was acting as a
- American Media Association co-author of the book, it is very accurate as to the actual
KLAMATH FALLS, Ore. - The federal government shut truth and history of the events. (According to Mr Crane, he
off farmers and ranchers’ access to irrigation water this last was to be published as a co-author but Lymes failed to do
spring in an effort to preserve the habitat of the suckerfish.
so).
The result has been the parching of
Dr Rife did have a technol/LPLWHG4XDQWLW\
an entire region in southern Oreogy
that worked and was verified
THE HISTORY OF THE BIBLE
gon/northern california known as
by the Medical Staff at University
the Klamath Basin.
pastor V.S. Herrell
of Southern California. LA. Dr
Farmers have lost their crops.
This interesting book deals with Uncials,
Milburn Johnson, the then Chief
Ranchers cannot feed or water
of the USC Medical Staff and
Miniscules,
Papyri,
Versions,
other
wittheir livestock. Migratory water
President of the Los Angeles
fowl and indigenous wildlife spe- nesses, Was the N.T. written in Aramaic?, the Medical Association rented the
cies have died or have left the area Masoretic Text, the Septuagint, Other ver- Scripps Ranch at La Jolla, Caliin search of water.
fornia, where they were successIt would appear that protecting sions, Textual Criticism, Dead Sea Scrolls, ful in curing, within 70 days, 18
Jerome,
Apocrypha
and
Pseudepigripha.
the habitat of the suckerfish is not
terminally ill cancer patients the true intent of federal water
Supports the Septuagint.
100% cure rate!
control policy in the Klamath
limited copies @ $12 ppd.
Then they were able to build
Basin. Wall Street Journal features
approximately 20 “Rife Ray
other
material
is
mentioned
in
this
book,
but
editor Kimberley Strassel more
Beam” machines and Doctors
accurately described the feds’ true we have some reservations on some of them, were using them very successagenda in the region as “rural
and are evaluating others.
fully, in fact, too successfully,
cleansing.”
until the persecution of Rife and
“This is what’s happening in Klamath - call it rural his associates quashed the project and technology for a
cleansing - and it’s repeating itself in environmental battles while. This book is one every human on the planet should
all over the country. Indeed, the goal of many environmental read because the technology cured not only the cancer but
groups - from the Sierra Club to the Oregon Natural other problems the patients had.
Resources Council (ORNC) -is no longer to protect nature.
ANOTHER BOOK THAT IS A MUST is “The Secret
It’s to expunge humans from the countryside,” wrote Stras- of Life” by Georges Lakovsky, who used the same techsel. ------ for a complete update on the K-Falls story visit: nology, but a different design of a machine he called “The
www.proliberty.com/observer ------------ Visit www.sierra- Multiwave Oscillator.” He also experienced very similar
times.com to get the full report, it is required reading.
successes as Dr Rife. Mr Lakovsky’s book contains
WORLD BANK WATER POLICY
“before” and “after” photos. He was from Russia and did
According to the World Bank, water represents one of his work in France. Mr Lakovsky was merely murdered,
the last frontiers of corporate exploitation. It views water as when he came to New York, to squash his technology.
a resource that is to be controlled by a few who will be
However, both technologies are still available via the
trusted to harvest the water and distribute it among the peo- underground and I have personally used it and witnessed it
ples of the planet who will all pay the same amount for the to cure cancer, epstein barr, clogging of the heart arteries,
life-giving element. In other words, if the well on your prop- correct eyesight, toothache and other ailments.
erty gives you 20 gallons per minute, there will be a meter
A similar technology is excplained in Hulda Clark’s
on it and you will pay the same amount per gallon for your book “A Cure for All Diseases.” (available #779 @
water as a farmer in Ethiopia who has no well of his own.
$45.50, along with The Cure for All Cancers, #780 @
The events that have shaped federal water control poli- $45.50, and The Cure for All Advanced Cancers, #781 @
cies in K-Falls and in every federal irrigation district in the $45.50. Note that these are the ONLY books available!)
western U.S. are being driven by World Bank Water Policy.
Another book I just recently became aware of on this
Welcome to the global commons where the commoner is or similar technology is “The Persecution and Trial of
forced at gunpoint to share his wealth while those who are Gaston Naessens” by Christopher Bird. The dramatic
charged with redistribution of wealth reap incalculable story of a biologist’s revolutionary discoveries - including
rewards.
a curative treatment for cancer, AIDS, and other degeneraIt should be noted that SierraTimes.com has been giving tive diseases - and his persecution by the medical estabexcellent coverage to what may turn out to be the biggest lishment. Christopher Bird attended the trials.
public relations blunder ever made by those who use “endanAll of these books are a must for anyone who wants to
gered” species to erode property rights in America. Sierra- know the truth about curing so called “terminal diseases”
Times.com posted a photo showing the Klamath Falls and how the medical establishment has and is doing everyPresbyterian Church’s lawn - it has turned brown by federal thing they can to squash these technologies.
water policy.
This type of therapy technology was known at the turn
The site also posts a current photo of the Klamath
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heaven”),” we do first and foremost for our own children.
“Mary gave birth to her firstborn son and wrapped
him in swaddling clothes.” (Luk 2:7).
4. Have another child to help end abortion. When
mother Teresa of Calcutta was asked by a young mother
about the best way to proceed with pro-life work, she
responded emphatically, “Have a big family!”
How this works is not difficult to understand. As chil7(1*5($75($621672+$9($127+(5&+,/'
dren become more rare due to contraception, sterilization
by Steve Mosher
1. Have another child to join with God in the creation of and abortion, whole segments of society become less and
another soul. Parents are given the incredible opportunity to less familiar with the sense of joy and hope that only
assist God in the creation of a soul. As the late Cardinal Mid- babies and children can give. In this climate, contraception
szenty said, even the angels have not been given such a and abortion feed on themselves, as the increasingly selfish few further reduce their number. (the generation that
grace.
“The most important person on earth is a mother. She allowed abortion, will find that the next generation - those
cannot claim the honor of having built Notre Dame Cathe- who were not aborted, will allow euthanasia for the old
and infirm - those without
dral. She need not. She has
0XVW5HDGLQJ/LEUDU\%XLOGHU
children to speak up for
built something more magnifiCROSS-EXAMINATION
them! CIM)
cent than any cathedral - a
By having another child,
Malcolm Ross
dwelling for a soul, the tiny
you demonstrate once again
perfection of her baby’s body
Canada’s “battling barrister” Doug Christie, defends
... Even the angels have not freedom of religion and freedom of expression up to the to the world that children are
God’s greatest gifts. “Chilbeen given such a grace! What
is more glorious than this - to Supreme Court of Canada in the highly publicized trials dren build up the life of the
of Malcolm Ross.
family and society,” as John
be a mother.” - Joseph CardiThe information in this book deals with a landmark Free- Paul II has said. “The child
nal Midszenty.
becomes a gift to its brothers
2. Have another child to
dom of Expression case. It began as a Human Rights
bring joy into your life. There Board of Inquiry and progressed through the legal system and sisters, parents and entire
is no joy like the joy of wel- from the Court of Queen’s Bench and Court of Appeal, all family. Its entire life becomes
a gift for the very people who
coming another child into your
life. You will marvel anew at the way to the Supreme Court of Canada. It is presently were givers of life and who
how perfectly formed your lit- under investigation by the Human Rights Committee of cannot help but feel its prestle one is, and at how quickly the United Nations at Geneva, Switzerland.. It is the com- ence, its sharing in their life
you will fall head over heels in pilers’ wish that this book may stimulate a reassessment and its contribution to the
love with him. You will be of what freedoms we actually do have, and will lead some common good and to the
community of the family.”
enchanted with every tiny
The more children there
aspect of her appearance. The to strive for the restoration of our ancient liberties which
color of her hair, the shape of sprang from our Faith and Heritage. May we be endued are in society, the more proher nose, and the winsomeness with the spirit which inspired the authors of the Scottish life that society will become,
of her smile will occasion end- Declaration of Independence to proclaim: “We fight not and the easier it will be for
less happy debates about for glory nor wealth nor honour; but only and alone we the great evil of abortion to
which side of the family fight for freedom, which no good man surrenders but with be eradicated once and for all.
(the only consolation is that
(yours, of course) she got that
his life.” Read it!
Godly people do not abort
adorable trait.
#097 suggested donation $29.90
their children - only ungodly
The birth of a child will
people kill off another generbind you to God more tightly
than ever before, in awed gratitude. “She was the most ation of more ungodly people! CIM)
“Choose life, then, that you and your descendants may
miraculous thing that had ever happened in my life,” Whittaker Chambers wrote about his new daughter in “Witness.” live.” (Deut 30:19).
5. Have another child so your sons and daughters will
And, so it is, in the lives of most of us.
have brothers and sisters. Children who have siblings learn
early to share. They learn to take turns and to put the needs
I thought that one day
of others before their own. The bond formed between
I would be a famous artist
brothers and sisters is lifelong, and stronger than the bond
And create great works of art
between the closest friends.
Instead, God made me a mother,
“Behold how good it is, and how pleasant, where the
and my children are His masterpiece.
brothers dwell together in unity.” (Ps 133:1-2) [sounds
The design of their lives
like an extended family environment]
will live on after me.
Boys who have sisters learn the dignity of women.
What is painted on their hearts
They learn to treat other girls and women with respect, as
Will last an eternity - Anonymous.
3. Have another child to grow in holiness and virtue. For they consider how they would like their own sisters to be
those who marry and have families, children are the primary treated. Girls who have brothers learn the complementarmeans God uses to help them grow in holiness and virtue. ity of men and women, both fashioned in the image and
Children teach their parents patience, perseverance, charity, likeness of God.
“Love begins by taking care of the closest ones - the
and humility. They give their parents the opportunity to practice the corporal and spiritual works of mercy. They come ones at home.” - Mother Teresa.
6. Have another child so you (and your parents) won’t
into the world naked, and we clothe them; hungry and we
feed them; thirsty and we give them drink. All the things we be lonely in old age. Children also become the parents of
are required to do for the “least of these our BROTHERS your grandchildren. Grandchildren bring joy, happiness,
(defined as “those who do the will of My Father in and laughter, while still allowing you to get a good night’s
of the 19th Century, was used by physicians and was talked
and written about by Nikola Tesla in his lectures and writings (what was left and not stolen from his files in his apartment at the time of his untimely death).
The Jubilee
--------------------------------------------------------an oxymoron: NON-WORKING MOTHER.
----------------------------------------------------------------
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sleep! “Grandchildren are the crown of old men, and the feast at Cana in Galilee, He asked the servants to fill some
glory of children are their fathers.” (Prov 17:6).
water jugs - an ordinary task if ever there was one. Some7. Have another child because people are our greatest time between the filling and the serving, the water was
resource. Humans are blessed with the gifts of an intellect transformed into wine for the wedding celebration.
and “free” will. [the will is free from man’s standpoint, but
The servants probably did not understand Jesus’
not from God’s, who pre-disposes all things]. It is human request. How absurd to fill water jugs when what was
ingenuity that discovers creative solutions to the problems required was more wine! But these ordinary servants
which confront us. People without children should remem- obeyed and played a part in a miracle! What a blessing
ber that it will be someone else’s child who will become the and a privilege.
doctor that performs their life-saving operations. Someone
Did Jesus need their help to show that He was the Son
else’s child will become the firefighter that saves their of God? It would have been nothing for Him to perform
house. Someone else’s child will become the railroad engi- His miracle without their assistance. But our Jesus is like
neer.
that. He uses ordinary servants to be a part of His work.
“How can there be too many children? That’s like say- He asks us to be faithful, obedient, ordinary homeschooling there are too many flowers.” - Mother Teresa.
ers to be a part of His work to restore and strengthen fam8. Have another child to contribute to the economy. ilies in this sad, fallen culture.
Families with children are fuel to
Jesus used other
QRZDJDLQDYDLODEOH
the economy, purchasing houses
ordinary people. He
and cars and college educations.
asked some men to
Without young people to enter the
move the stones from
workforce, social security systems
the grave of Lazarus.
fail. Without children to attend
He asked a little boy to
school, teachers are jobless. Many
sacrifice his lunch so
72+($/7+(1$7,21
industries, from fast food stores to
that Jesus could feed a
toy stores, obviously rely heavily
crowd. He didn’t need
upon business from and for chilthis help. He invited
dren to stay in business. But, ultithese ordinary folk to be
mately, the whole economy does.
a part of His extraordiE\-)UDQNOLQ6QRRN
“Like a fruitful vine your wife
nary work.
within your home, like olive plants
God doesn’t NEED
your children around your table.
out help to restore and
Just so will they be blessed who
revitalize the family. He
fear the Lord.” (Psalm 128:3-4)
This is the ‘How-To’ book when it comes to correct- could do it in an instant.
9. Have another child to ing the problems we as a nation now face. One of the Instead, He calls indicounter global depopulation. Any- most important books ever written on this subject vidual, ordinary fami#391 suggested donation $10.00 ppd
one who has travelled from coast
lies to join Him in His
to coast in the United States (or
work. For us, it is the
Australia) and seen the vast empty
work of faithfully homespaces should know that these
schooling our children,
nations are not overpopulated. In fact, the entire population on the rich days as well as the barren ones. In trying to
of the world could live in the state of Texas, in single-family explain God’s method to us, Paul says in 1 Corinthians
dwellings with front and back yards. Fertility rates are fall- 1:27 that God “chose the weak things of the world to
ing everywhere. The world’s population will never again shame the strong.”
double. If current trends continue, world population will
I believe even on the hardest days of homeschooling,
peak by the middle of this century and then begin demo- God is using us in our ordinariness in a significant way.
graphic free-fall. Our long-term problem is not too many When we face the challenges and remain faithful, God is
children, but too few children. Having another child will pleased. He loves to see us grow, just as we delight in the
help offset the coming population implosion.
small steps of our own children. His attitude is displayed
“Be fruitful and multiply; fill the earth.” (Gen 1:28)
in Zephaniah 3:17 where He says, “The Lord your God is
10. Have another child to help populate God’s King- with you, he is mighty to save. He will take great delight
dom. The child that you and your spouse have accepted in you, he will quiet you with his love, he will rejoice
from god was created to return to Him, after a life of love, over you with singing.”
service, and obedience to spend eternity with God in His
On the hard days, homeshooling is not what we
Kingdom. Our Lord Himself said that there was plenty of HAVE to do - it’s what we GET to do. It’s a blessing and
room for those souls. There is no overpopulation problem in a privilege. Let’s do it diligently, whether we are in a
God’s Kingdom!
spectacular season or a struggling season. God will take
“There are many mansions in my Father’s house.” great delight in our faithfulness.
(John 14:2).
&RXU WHV\+RPH6FKRRO'LJHVW32%R[&RYHU W0,
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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by Christine Field
Are you resistant to the hard work of homeschooling?
Are you feeling put-upon, stretched or stressed? Sometimes
in our homeschooling journey, we lose sight of the joy and
the privilege. Yet, we persevere out of obedience. Teaching
and training our children may not always be pleasant, in certain seasons, but we continue on because it is the right thing
to do. We can rest assured that God will bless the obedience
of ordinary homeschoolers. How do we know?
In John 2, Jesus made an unusual request. At a wedding
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Operation Diminishing Freedom
Who, what, when, how and why is the reporter’s standard outline to any story. The when, where and how have
basically been answered. The “why” and “who” is being
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debated. But I believe it’s the “What” question that is most venture to stand collectively together against us, then we
pertinent. For example What has come from these acts of must offer resistance by a universal war.
“The principal factor of success in the political is the
“terrorism” that affects us most? What does the future hold?
secrecy of its undertakings: the word should not agree
What can we do to avoid “what’s next?”
The why and who questions are important however. If with the deeds of the diplomat.
“We must compel the governments of the GOYIM
the Bin Laden/Taliban sector is to blame, as the government
and lapdog media postulates (10 minutes after the planes (white Christians) to take action in the direction favoured
hit), then we have to conclude that the “why” is because by our widely conceived plan, (world domination)
they (Bin Laden/Arabs, et al) hate us because our women already approaching the desired consummation, by what
wear lipstick or, as many realists conclude, it’s because we we shall represent as public opinion, secretly promoted
support Ishmael’s (Arabs) enemies (Israeli Edomites/Jews) by us through the means of that so-called “Great Power”
to the tune of billions a year - or maybe they hate us for kill- - the press, which, with a few exceptions that may be dising tens of thousands of their women and children via our regarded, is already entirely in our hands.”
In other words, they will use the world war to fight
ceaseless bombing raids over the last decade. In fact, we are
still bombing civilians daily. We have even taken out a cou- their enemies and achieve their goal of world governance
ple Red Cross warehouses (by mistake?) to be sure that no if they can’t do it themselves - even with US war toys.
And if the masses squabble
aid can be given? There is some
NEW TAPES
they will shape the public
palatable logic to the arguments
opinion through their con#AC-2108 More by Fred DeAryan
but I don’t believe they hate the
American people as much as #AC-2109 The Unholy War Against America’s trolled media to cause the
“goyim” to clamor for their
they do our Edomite-controlled
Youth, Bill Dyer.
cause. They do not care, and in
government which is responsi#AC-2110 Music, Dance, and our Heritage,
fact prefer, if we do it all in the
ble for much of their suffering in
name of patriotism and
recent history. I see the US “let’s
Richard Hartman
employ a fake flag-waving ferhate and attack Arabs” position
#AC-2111 The Bible vs Tolerance, Pt 1,
vor.
as frosting on the cake for the
Earl Jones.
Many have asked the allEdomite Jews, not the ultimate
#AC-2112 The Bible vs Tolerance, Pt 2,
important question, “who benbenefit.
efits” which is a good quesSome say the Mossad is
Earl Jones.
responsible, with the help of #AC-2113 Three Days & Nights in the Deep, Dr. tion. Certainly the Edomite
Jews find the current attacks
CIA types. If this is true they did
Martin.
on the Arabs convenient and
it with the express intent on
blaming the Arabs which leads
#F-352 Romans 10,11, The Remnant & The beneficial. But again, I see that
as frosting. Who really beneus back to the conclusion that
World, Pt 1, Stephen Jones
fits? What do we the American
bin Laden’s people did it
#F-353 Romans 10,11, Pt 2. Stephen Jones
people get out of this tragic
because either we support
Israel(i) or because they hate our #D-017 Retaking the Land - Developing a plan event?
It would make me chuckle
liberties. The perpetrators hate
of action, Lawrence Blanchard
our liberties alright. I put my fed #K-397 Overcomers in the Furnace, 1, (Saul & if it weren’t so sad - Bush says
“we are not going to let terrornotes on the Mossad/CIA as the
David, 15) James Bruggeman
ists take our freedoms!” No,
real perpetrators and will add,
they are the ones who despise #K-398 Overcomers in the Furnace, 2, (Saul & instead, Bush and his gang of
terrorists are going to do it to
our liberties.
David, 16) James Bruggeman
(or to us?)! [Just
[On my way to Ground
#K-399 David, Abigail & Stone-cold Nabal, 1, themselves
like John Howard and his gang
Zero, NY, I interviewed a weath#K-400 David, Abigail & Stone-cold Nabal, 2, are doing it to Australians with
ered-looking lady attorney who
the new Fascist “Anti-Terror(Saul & David, 17, 18) James Bruggeman
nervously revealed her “relaist” package of legislation.
tives” have high positions in the
CIA and who confided one night at a family gathering that The provisions of these laws, which were rammed
we (the US) knew in advance the planes were coming. through the House of Representatives in just 24 hours in
“They were upset about it” she said, “but couldn’t do any- March, are unprecedented anywhere in the world. They
thing short of losing their life for squealing.” She also added are, in fact, directly comparable to the 1933 Emergency
that she was told of US troops being brought into the NY Decrees used by Hitler to become dictator of Germany.
area by ship three days before the event. Further, that CIM] What has and is emerging from these attacks is not
Afghanistanians were migrating in masses from their homes just a loss of many lives but now the catastrophic loss of
liberty - that’s what the Americans get out of this tragedy.
to Pakistan 3 days ahead of the event.]
The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion (#464 @ September 11th was just the excuse they (the Edomite/
$18.10, or small black #463 @ $4.90) is controversial to be New World Order crowd) have been waiting for - no matsure. The ADL and other Jews made nervous by its blatant ter how it was contrived or by whom.
At first I thought the media’s “Attack on America”
admissions by Jews of a Jewish plan for world domination,
discredit the 1905 work as a fraud but fraud or not [not], the buzz phrase was more exquisite propaganda, then it
dawned on me: this was no propaganda ploy. What we
text is undisputedly accurate.
The following quotation reveals the Jews’ protocol for witnessed in NY/DC was not only an attack on America
opposition to their plans and how they shape public opinion it was an assault on our King YeHoshua - as fruitless as it
through their Jewish controlled media. See if this text from may be. It is the final death blows of what remains of our
liberties granted to free Americans at birth. It is the marprotocol #7 is not exactly what is happening:
“We [the Jews] must be in a position to respond to every tial law they have been posturing for over the last several
act of opposition by war with the neighbors of that country decades with a better twist than the “paranoid patriots”
which dares oppose us: but if these neighbors should also ever imagined. In true dialectic style they are accomplish&KULVWLDQ,GHQWLW\0LQLVWULHV32%R[&$5':(//4/')D[  
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ing their goals in the name of “freedom” instead of having to speech could potentially be barred from returning to his
use the unpopular term “martial law.” They have created family after taking a trip abroad. ....
such a “patriotic fervor” that Americans are seemingly eager
“Under section 802 of the USA PATRIOT Act, a perto do anything to get even and/or save themselves. Mix in son commits the crime of domestic terrorism if within the
the recent so-called anthrax scare, complete with a few mys- U.S. they engage in activity that involves acts dangerous
terious deaths, and one can only marvel at folks hailing their to human life that violate the laws of the United States
government masters as their great saviour. Bush now enjoys and appear to be intended: (i) to intimidate or coerce a
a popularity not seen since Rossenfelt “saved” America in civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a govthe 30’s from yet another well-known Edomite contrived ernment by intimidation or coercion, or (iii) to affect the
event.
conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassinaWhat we face now is the equivalent of having an enemy tion or kidnapping. (e.g. what the U.S. is doing in
infest your home with termites and then burn it down in Afghanistan is “terrorism.” CIM)
your “best interest” - along with your possessions! I feel
“The Administration has not adequately explained
much safer now having a machine gun pointed at me in the why this new crime should be created or why the definiairport, don’t you? I will feel better knowing my every tions in existing anti-terrorism laws are insufficient. This
move is being tracked (without cause) via my forthcoming over-broad terrorism definition would sweep in people
national ID card. It’s comforting to New CD’s - Beautiful Music & Song who engage in acts of political proknow that every phone conversation,
test if those acts were dangerous to
email, cyber excursion, purchase, page A new assortment of CD’s has come human life. People associated with
and letter is being scrutinized by my in, but only limited quantities. One organizations such as Operation Resbig brother. Yeah, but that’s “only for set of 3, This is My Story, This is My cue and the Environmental Liberaterrorists,” you say. That may be true,
tion Front, and the World Trade
Song, $39.
but have you asked yourself what is
Organization
protesters,
have
One - Sing To The Lord - $23
the definition of a “terrorist”?
engaged in activities that could subOperation Enduring Freedom is One - 2 CD set, Feike Asma histori- ject them to prosecution as terrorists.
dialectic-speak for Operation Dimin“Under the USA PATRIOT Act,
cal recording, Organ, $26
ishing Freedom. Aside from the overonce the government decides that
whelming sacrifice of “civil liberties” A number of different, Men Sing Thy conduct is ‘domestic terrorism,’ law
to date, October 26th, brought us one Praise O God, and Songs Of Adora- enforcement have the authority to
of the most sinister “Acts” created
charge anyone who provides assistion, the Mattaniah Men’s Choir since the Crime Bill. [this ‘act’ was
tance to that person, even if the assis$23 - see enclosed flyers.
probably tucked away in a safe, waittance is an act as minor as providing
ing for just such an event to be brought out; just like the lodging. They would have the authority to wiretap the
Australian anti-gun laws, after Port Arthur! CIM]
home of anyone who is providing assistance. Also, the
The ominous new “law” H.R. 3162 entitled: Uniting government could prosecute the person who provided
and Strengthening America By Providing Appropriate their home under a new crime of ‘harbouring’ a terrorist
Tools Required To Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (section 803) or for ‘providing material support’ to ‘ter(the “USA Patriot Act”) has diabolical provisions that have rorists.’
made even the liberal/commie ACLU cringe. This dracoAre you a person who “appears to be intended to
nian legislation passed 98 to 1 after only six weeks of drafs - intimidate or coerce a civilian population”? Remember,
an unprecedented turn over for such a controversial bill. It is speaking the truth is “intimidating” to a lot of people, pardoubtful many of our “representatives” even read it. This ticularly the Feds.
“law” has a sunset provision meaning it becomes void in
WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?
four years, but we’ll about that. Here are review excerpts
As Christians we are doubtless going to face tribulafrom ACLU’s legal beagles.....
tions that haven’t been seen since the last Roman empire.
“In most cases, a person is notified when law enforce- I single out Christians but not all of them will suffer.
ment conducts a search. But in some cases, law enforcement There are countless Christians who will follow their pasauthorities can get court permission to delay notification of tors in complying with every edict of the king of Babylon.
a search for a limited class of crimes under special circum- Only a remnant the Bible says, will enjoy the suffering
stances. This bill [H.R. 3162] would extend the authority of we dread but must endure.
the government to request ‘secret searches’ to every federal
The anthrax scare is the easiest example. How many
criminal investigation. This vast expansion of power goes churches will rush to get the vaccine and how many will
far beyond anything necessary to conduct terrorism investi- trust that God will heal them and protect them from any
gations. ...
such disease to begin with? How many will rush to the
“While existing INS section 219 permits designation of nearest city hall for their new National ID card to do their
foreign groups with various procedural safeguards, section part to help prevent terrorism.
411 of the US PATRIOT Act adds a new provision to INA
How many will willingly submit to searches and
section 212(a)(3)(B) that permits designation to foreign and detainment in the name of good citizenship?
domestic groups, without those procedural safeguards. WHAT CAN WE DO TO AVOID “WHAT’S NEXT”?
Under this new power, the Secretary of State could desigAs the war on America heats up, we need to place our
nate any group that has ever engaged in violent activity a faith in our King and inoculate ourselves from the world
‘terrorist organization’ - whether it be Operation Rescue, order with His Word.
Greenpeace, or People for the Ethical Treatment of AniGovernment has advised us that the world is going to
mals. .....
be different from now on and I agree. This is “America’s
“Section 411, amending INA section 212(a)(3)(B), to new war” all right and the soldiers are readying themwit: The advocacy does not have to meet the test adopted by selves but it is not what they (Edom/NWO) may think.
the Supreme Court in Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444, The humorous part is the war they wage is not against
449 (1969) (advocacy can be banned only if it represents Arabs or even Americans but against our God. And that
‘incitement to imminent lawless action’). Under this section, brings a smile to my face because I know (and they do
a lawful permanent resident who makes a controversial too), they will lose.
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Deu 32:39, “See now that I myself am He! There is no
god besides me. I put to death and I bring to life, I have
wounded and I will heal, and no one can deliver out of my
hand.
2 Chron 7:14-15, “If my people, who are called by my
name (on whom My name is called - Numbers 6:26), will
humble themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from
their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will forgive their sin and will heal their land.”
Courtesy The Jubilee, Box 310 Midpines CA 95345
----------------------------------------------------------

ter in turn are Caucasoid-Mongoloid hybrids. Then in a
desperate try to stem the hybridization, the Edomites
began a ‘closed-door’ breeding policy. But it was all too
late. .... , They ‘stuffed up.’ So it is their own hard cheese.
You reap what you sow. Those who want to race-mix go
down the same path.
The Human Genome Project is nothing more than
genetic research to try and heal illnesses caused by rebellion to God. They want to sin and get by, they want to
race-mix and live happily ever after. That is why the
research costs millions. That is why no one in the estab7:26:,1'/(6)257+(35,&(2)21(
lishment is outraged at Venter’s swindle; afterall, he
offered all the genetic material they are interested in,
Adam de Witt
Twelve years ago several USA bodies formed a pronamely, his ......, for no doubt, he too is of Edom-kind.
gramme to map the line-up of bits that make up the genetic
Now of course, they can try ... yes, try at best, to fix
code of man. This programme was begun in 1990 by the US
Edom-kind’s pitiful illnesses, while at the same time fell
Dept of Energy and the US National Institutes of Health.
Jacob-kind.
In 1996, a 3-day “Plain Talk” conference was held in the
“See, all races are the same, so race-mix dumb whitey
USA to talk about the ‘ethics’ of the undertaking as it was
.... go for it.” It’s a wicked lie, of course. It’s two swindles
feared the blacks in the USA could be
for the price of one. Nice trick, Ven0RUH1HZ&'·V
proven to be a genetic underclass.
ter.....!
One - Psalms & Hymns on Fazioli
About 150 leaders of ‘minority’ com-------------------------------------munities also came together in June Grand Piano, Gezinus Veldman, $24 48((1*2(672+,1'87(03/(
1997 at the University of Maryland, One - Walther, Pachelbel, Bach ImproAdam de Witt
Baltimore, to learn more about the
The English queen was in the
undertaking. No doubt they were lied visations by Jan Jongepier on 3 differ- news again, this time for beseeking
ent ‘all-wood-pipes’ organs, $23
to as well.
(visiting) a Hindu temple on the 8Indeed, lying was a key part of the One - 2 CD set, Golden Instrumental 06-02. She took of her shoes to go
research. Former head of the US cominto the Highgatehill Murugan TemSounds, Vol 3, $26
pany which raced to line-up the human
ple in North London and then put on
One- British Columbia Boys Choir
genome has revealed that he switched
a garland of marigolds and chrysancell samples so that the end sequence with Feike Asma - Famous Old Trea- themums. She was then ‘blessed’ by
was mostly his own genetic blue print!
four hindu priests.
sures, $23
The revelation last year of two draft
She’s been the ‘head’ of
One- Instrumental Melodies, Organ, England
line-ups by the Human Genome
for 50 years, yet she’s no
Piano, Violin, $24
Project and the company Celera, was
smarter or wiser for it. Her blasphehailed by all from the Pope to the US
mous rebellion to God only
President.
becomes greater. A true defender of Christendom would
J. Craig Venter’s company, Celera, was meant to have
have behested the temple burnt down and the priests put
used a number of anonymous donors of different races to
to the sword. Taking off the shoes is a sign that she hummap the human gene structure as did the publicly funded
bles herself, to the hindu god; that she respects the hindu
undertaking. When the blueprint was made known to the
god. Wearing or taking on the garland symbolizes taking
world, no-one knew that most of the Celera draft was Mr
on the yoke of the hindu god, then she was ready to be
Venter’s genome.
‘blessed’ by the agent of the hindu god. Is she really
The Australian scientist who made a small contribution
upholding the faith? My King, HRH King Jesus would
to the undertaking, Prof. Grant Sutherland, didn’t even get
never have done such a foul deed. But then, she sees these
angry at this scandalous trickery. He simply said that he was
coloureds as her loyal underlings, and must welcome
“a bit amused” at this otherwise outrageous swindle. Scienthem on British soil. When millions of white Brits are
tists were hoping to prove through genetics, that all races are
dying out or wanting to flee the sinking English land, she
the same. If Venter switched samples of coloureds with
honours ‘beasts’ over ‘men;’ for only Saxons are the men
those of his own, the outcome would read that all samples
of Adam; only they were under “the Law,” and only they
are the same, so all races are one.
needed saving. Only for them did Jesus lay down His life.
One wonders why Venter switched samples. Could it be
Yet it is they the queen cares little for.
that the undertaking would prove what all the establishment
Just like her ‘dear’ unrepentant-to-the-grave, mother,
hucksters feared? Namely, all races are very different? Nice
who never recanted from blessing “Bomber Harris.”
trick, Venter!
Bomber Harris, the co-worker of evil to slaughter untelBut there is another point to think upon. I think the millable numbers of Saxons, was blessed for folk-slaughter
lions of dollars spent was not meant to benefit mankind, that
(genocide) because the folk he’s had slain stood for
is if you take the word mankind to mean what it really
Nazism. And we could not have England fall for that, or
means, namely, Adamic or White man, specifically Jacobbe overrun by Germans, God forbid! BUT it’s quite
kind. The research was really to benefit Edomkind. Why
alright for England to fall for Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaelse would they spend millions of fleeced dollars from
ism, Bahai, Communism, Evolutionism, Freemasonry,
Jacob-kind if it was not to spare the wretched little hides of
Free-loving and race-mixing. It’s quite alright for
Edom-kind. Let us not over look the fact that Edom-kind
England to be overrun by blacks and coloureds. After all,
suffers over 100 genetic illnesses, mostly of the brain, such
many came and come from ‘The Commonwealth,’ they
as Tay Sach disease. These illnesses can not be fixed by
are ‘inwards’ or ‘spiritual’ English-people and thus can
herbs, medicines or food-plans (diets). Their illnesses are
wear Englishman’s hats, unlike the Germans; or so some
the outcome of bad breeding. Esau wed into the Canaanites
twits would have you believe. So now we have the quaint
against his father’s and mother’s will. These in turn mingled
situation where shy white English girls date and carry out
with mongoloids and negroids and later into Turks. The latbestiality with Jamaicans, Tamils, Indians and so forth;
&KULVWLDQ,GHQWLW\0LQLVWULHV32%R[&$5':(//4/')D[  
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bringing forth an army of mixlings ... but, that’s OK. The too much to cotton on that God is angry. The reason is
English queen will wave and smile at them all, they are all so simple, as a race we do not honour Him. We do NOT
loyal. She apologises for bringing Christianity to New obey His Laws. We always think that Jesus died for our
Zealand, but never mentions the crimes of her forebears ham sandwiches [or ‘Spam-burgers’ now at Mcagainst the Saxons of Afrikanerdom.
Donald’s??], or so we can charge usury, or for race-mixI don’t know about you, but my trueness (loyalty) goes ing, or for our kosherdale TV, films & shows and so on.
not to the English queen, but rather to my Saxon King, King
Indeed one of the most striking blasphemies has
Jesus. He has never sold my race out. Thus, I have rewritten reached into the heavens (as Revelation puts it). For some
the words of ‘God save the queen,’ - use the same tune, but years now, Australia’s national carrier, Qantas, has
use these words ... so much better! I have also renamed it....
brought paganism to new heights, literally! Several of its
GOD GAVE THE KING
aircraft have been painted in honour of the ‘Austral
God turn your sinful folk,
blacks’ (aborigines) and their gods. Several Qantas airThen cast off Edom’s yoke,
craft are painted up in ‘Abo’ themes. Qantas is more than
God save your folk.
proud of this.
Jesus our only King,
There are no commercial benefits, after all, it is
Lord over everything,
cheaper to paint the aircraft in their standard white bodEach knee shall bend to Him
ies. If one wants to spend more on a ‘paint job’ for
God save His kin.
greater commercial gain, then do as ‘Virgin Blue.’ Their
--------------------------------------------------- Stop Press
planes advertise the company’s booking details. But no,
More on her sin:- Queen knights
Qantas would rather be racist
$*$,1$9$,/$%/(
Canaanite sickling Mick Jagger. This
and discriminate against Austrasicko worked hard to fordo her “loyal”
lia’s white befolking to advertise
Behold The International Jew
underlings in the deathstyle of sex, drugs by Brig. General Gordon “Jack” Mohr, to the world that Australian culand rock ‘n roll. She also knighted sickture is that of Australblack
ling show-biz cross-dresser, Danny La- C.P.D.L. (Jack will celebrate his 86th ‘Dreamtime’ rather than the God
birthday, DV, in January)
Rue
of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob She also gave royal approval to the
Knowledgeable men, Jews and non- our forefathers. Qantas sends
statues of anti-Christs such as Martin Jews, speak out regarding the Interna- these pagan ‘altars around the
Luther King in Britain’s highest - Westworld, flying in the face of OUR
tional Zionist Conspiracy
minster Abbey [which should now be
GOD and OUR CULTURE
called “ichabod” because the glory is This author escaped a communist firing against OUR FOLK.
departed from Israel - the Stone went
Of all the artists Australia
squad in Korea, and since 1980 has
back to Scotland!]. Nice one, Queen!!
has, Qantas has been very
been speaking uncompromisingly
My allegiance to you? Not bloomin’
‘colour conscious’ and made a
against
liberalism and compromise.. deliberate racist choice to prolikely! [Westminster Abbey has the
words “Surely This Is The House of
mote an artist whom the world
A must for your library!
God” engraved in the inner arch. You
hardly knows, yet an artist Qan#050 @ $12.10
should listen to Sheldon Emry’s “Is God
tas claims is ‘internationally
In Bethel” - to see if God is really in this
renowned.’ Qantas chose the art‘house’, #A-8310 & A-8311, $10 ppd]
ist because of aboriginality - that is racism!
--------------------------------------------------------------In a promotional poster Qantas has utterly scrapped
'2(6)/<,1*4$17$6$1*(5*2'"
the name Ayers Rock, even though the sons of Adam
were to name things - and only Adamic names are to
Adam de Witt
“.... Thou shalt throw down their altars ... “(Judges 2:2) leave the lips of Adamites. Yet, Qantas claims to know
This is no glib statement from God. Nothing God behests us better than our God, and goes against His will and hides
to do is glib .. He means it. Unless we obey, He shall bring us the name Ayers Rock behind the pre-Adamite (Australlow until we are utterly fordone (destroyed).
black) name, Uluru (which sounds like a dog choking on
Only the other day a Christian brother called me to ask a bone).
me about God’s Law on selfslaying (suicide) ... It turned out
Indeed, Qantas white washes its blaspheming with a
that he needed to know as a relative had selfslain himself a fake little story woven together of cozy buzz terms such
few days earlier. That is in itself very sad. But sadder still the as, “vibrant colours,” and that “the Anangu people have
rate of selfslaying (suicide) in Australia is the worst in the kept their special sites and unique culture through song,
Western (Christian) world. Then there is the 100,000 unborn dance and art.” Do we whites not do the same? The
baby slaughter a year. Australia is doing it hard, what with all “schpiel” waffles on about the pagan religion in cute and
the non-Israelite outlanders coming in and already here. cozy beguiling reasonings with more pagan words
Then there are the broken families and broken lives.
thrown in whilst whiteman’s words are only added in
In Tasmania alone nine percent of the workforce are on brackets.
the out-of-work dole (the highest percentage State), but that
I have seen a lot of folks inside Qantas planes. Many
does not tell the full picture of who is on the scrapheap. are white, many are others, but very few are AustralWhen Austudy, pensions, and the rest are tallied, the official blacks. Qantas would do well to remember that most of
level of folks on a dole is 42%!! This of course does not tell its paying customers are White. It would also do well to
us who are (what one could call) “full-time-work-for-the- recall that all the technology it uses to run its company, to
dolers,” namely, those workers paid from the state coffers: uphold its trading, to pay its bills, to promote its products
the police, army, navy, airforce, council workers, government and even to build its aircraft is all the making of white
workers, politicians, bureaucrats, hospital staff and so on. culture. From the plastic tea cups, to the carpets, to the
Truly commercially raised monies come only from a small uniforms, to the LCD monitors and the Boeing engines ...
group. Our white-Israel befolking (population) is truly belea- EVERY THING is WHITE MAN’S CULTURE; a culguered and exploited.
ture that would not have been do-able without HIS GOD,
Seeing that, if there is trouble in the city, that God knows the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Yet who does Qanit, and that God creates both good and evil; it does not take tas honour for its very existence ..... ? The god of the
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pagans, a race who had not even invented a hammer . . (Oh
yes, the boomerang was invented by Adamites, even the
Egyptians had them).
As a Christian, I think it would be unsafe to fly Qantas.
All Christians, all whites should boycott Qantas ... God has
given us a choice. No, I am not paid by Virgin Blue, but I
say, fly Virgin instead. Even the name is good. Afterall the
bride of Jesus is to be a Virgin, and Blue is the colour of
ethel (nobel) blood. Qantas is the ‘colour’ of paganism.
-------------------------------------------------
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by Kel Richards
In the city of Rome, in the year that we would now call
AD532, a Greek monk named Dionysius Exiguus was commissioned to coordinate the calendar of the church. Up until
that time, the Roman calendar had been used.
According to his calculations, Jesus was born in the
Roman year 754, and this he called the Year One. (His calculations were probably out by about 4 years, but that’s immaterial for what follows). The period of time before Year One
was labelled as BC (“Before Christ”), but the corresponding
label for all the later years is “AD” not “AC”.
The thing to notice here is that there is no such expression as “After Christ” because there is no period that is “after
Christ.” Jesus Christ came, lived, taught, died, came back
from the dead - but his life, his authority, his rule, has never
ended. From this follows a small suggestion: every time
you write the date add the letters “AD” either after or
before the numbers.
On your letters, emails, cheques, in your diary - anywhere and everywhere you use a date that includes the year,
add the letters AD. This may sound like an odd suggestion,
but there is a reason. Since “AD” stands for Anno Domini
(“in the year of our Lord”), every time you use AD you are
saying that Jesus Christ is the Lord of history. It’s a small,
simple way of confessing to the Lordship of Jesus.
This may not strike you as important, but the enemies of
Jesus know exactly how important it is. They are trying to
change the way we label our years. They have adopted a new
system, and are trying to persuade the world to switch to
their new system.
In their new system, BC is replaced by BCE, and AD is
replaced by CE. The letters “CE” stand for “common era,”
while “BCE” stands for “before the common era.” You can
see what they want to do - banish Jesus, and his Lordship
from our years. (although they cannot change the numbers
based on Jesus’ birth! CIM)
They say that all this BC and AD stuff is not politically
correct - that it’s offensive to all the Buddhists, and Hindus,
and Muslims and the rest (don’t forget the Jews! CIM). NonChristians, so we are told, don’t want their years to be
labelled with the Lordship of Jesus, so we have to stop. Well,
I think we should refuse to stop. And we should advertise the
fact that we confess Jesus to be the Lord of history, the Lord
of time, and (indeed) the Lord of all, by writing those letters
AD every time we write the year.
You can see now why this, at first glance, trivial thing is
worth doing. We need a little campaign on this. We need to
tell our friends who are believers to do the same thing. We
need to encourage the members of our church or our Bible
study group to do it as well. Do it! Encourage your friends to
do it. Let’s start a movement. (Courtesy Saltshakers) -----Note by the editor of Saltshakers:
Since reading this article a couple of months ago, we
have been including the letters AD when we write the date in
the Journal and on our cheques [CIM has been including AD
in its dates since 1985! and advocating others to do the
same]. We decided to reprint this article after seeing an article written by Bishop John Shelby Spong titled Homosexuality and the Bible (available on the web) where he used CE

and BCE. That did it! Needless to say, we didn’t agree
with any of his article! [where the CE and BCE originated, or who dreamed it up, I do not know - but Jews and
Jehovah’s Witnesses have been using CE and BCE for
decades! CIM ----------------------------------------1(:6$1'$&7,21 [Saltshakers]
Witchcraft Course at Adelaide Uni
An Adelaide Advertiser ad announced, “A university
certificate in Sorcery, Witchcraft, Shamanism and Healing.” The course was run for 12 Sunday afternoons from
March 17 by the University of Adelaide’s Centre for Professional and Continuing Education at a cost of $495.00.
This is another step in making witchcraft ‘acceptable’ and
‘normal’ in our society.
ACTION: Write to Professor Penny Boumelha,
Deputy Vice Chancellor (Education), University of Adelaide, SA 5005. Express your concern that witchcraft is
being taught at the University.
IVF and the High Court
On April 18, the High Court rejected the application
by the Catholic Bishops to overturn the decision by the
Federal Court that allowed single women (and lesbians)
in Victoria to have access to IVF. The Federal government has stated that it will continue its attempt to amend
the Sex Discrimination Act so that States who want to
restrict access to IVF can do so.
ACTION: Please write to your federal MP and your
State Senators. Ask them to support the government’s
legislation.
Abortion Rally in ACT
A pro-abortion rally, held in Canberra on 9 April, to
support abortion law reform in the ACT was attended by
300 women. The rally was organized by a group calling
themselves “Options for Women.” Not surprisingly, it
was promoted by abortionists: The person who authorized
the advertisement for the rally and chaired the rally was
Kerry Arabena. She is also the Executive Director of
Reproductive Health Services, the Canberra abortion
clinic.
Gambling in Victoria
The Victorian Government received over $1 billion
in gambling taxes in the last financial year. (HS 24/4/
2002AD). Since poker machines were introduced in 1991,
the government has earned $5.2 billion in gaming taxes.
These taxes now account for one fifth of tax revenue in
Victoria.
Teen Drug Use in Australia
Federal government statistics on drug use in Australia
show that 40% of teenagers were offered marijuana in the
last year. 20% said they would accept a joint from friends.
National Church Life Survey
The results from this national survey have now been
released. Check the results on the web at www.ncls.org.au
Heroin Injecting Room
The NSW government has extended the trial of the
heroin injecting room in Kings Cross for a further 12
months. (Age 20/4/2002AD)
Buddhist Stupa
A Buddhist stupa (temple) is being built in Bendigo
(Vic). It is called the “Great Stupa of Universal Compassion.” Work has already started, and the building will be
completed by 2010. It will be the largest such temple in
the western world, and is based on the Great Stupa of
Gyantse, built in Tibet in the 15th century. As visitors
walk around the stupa in a clockwise direction on three
terraces, they pass 100,000 miniature stupas. Organizers
are saying this will attract tourists from around the world.
For details, plans and photos see www.stupa.org.au
Buddhists in Australia are actively promoting their
religion. This was especially evident during the recent
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visit of the Dalai Lama. In Melbourne, school children heard
him speak and the speech was broadcast live to schools.
Please pray against the influence of Buddhism in our nation.
Courtesy Saltshakers, Box 489 Blackburn Vic 3130
--------------------------------------------------------------
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Q1: If you knew a woman who was pregnant, who had 8
children already, three who were deaf, two who were blind,
one mentally challenged and she had syphilis; would you
recommend that she have an abortion? Would a doctor recommend it?
Q2: It is time to elect a new world leader and your vote
counts! Here are the facts about the three leading candidates:
Candidate A: associates with crooked politicians and
consults with astrologists. He’s had two mistresses. He also
chain smokes and drinks 8 to 10 martinis a day.
Candidate B: He was kicked out of office twice, sleeps
until noon, used opium in college and drinks a quart of whiskey every evening.
Candidate C: He is a decorated war hero. He’s a vegetarian, doesn’t smoke, drinks an occasional beer and hasn’t
had any extra-marital affairs.
Which would be the candidate of your choice - A, B, or
C? Courtesy The Tully Times, 7 Still St TULLY 4854.
---------------------------------------------------------STOP PRESS:7+($1*(/2)'($7+6758& .
Adam de Witt
Proof of being an Israelite is that the Angel of Death
passes over you on Passover. That is, if you do the right
things to show you believe in God and His Son. [i.e. you do
not only profess this with your mouth, but show it in your
total way of life in association with others]. Another word
for the transliterated Greek word ‘angel’ [from ‘aggelos’], in
English, would be ‘sendling’ or messenger - “one who is
sent.” The sendling of God was a religious racist because he
only spared believing Israelites back in Egypt! We see from
this that White believers get saved whilst the melting-potestablishment-lovers get slain. Those Judeans of 70AD who
rather lived under the establishment constitutional government and acknowledged churches and their melting pot ‘ideals,’ were not “passed-over.” Those who fled God’s servants,
the Romans, to the hill-top fortress of Masada “copped it”
four years later, right on the day of Passover. Again the Sendling of Death came. It did not pass these melting-potsupremacists over. These were the ones that called themselves Jews but would not have King Jesus as their leader.
These folk were not the same stock as those the Sendling did
pass over.
Those that call themselves Jews today claim to be God’s
chosen race. The proof of the pudding in in the eating. So
this year, 2002 AD, is within the time span of ‘the changing
of the guard,’ from Neo-Babylon to New Jerusalem. In this
changeover timespan, the interlopers will loose their grip
whilst the real ‘called-out-ones’ will gain sway. This bridging time is vital for those who have eyes to see, to see who is
who. This year’s passover feast will be a tell-tale day to see
where the sendling of death touches down. If today’s Jews
are true Israelites, their Passover day will have the sendling
pass over an not touch down. Interlopers are also given away
by making a copy of the real thing, but the copy is never as
good. So we have a double witness to settle the issue. The
Jewish passover date this year was the 27th to our Thursday
the 28th of March. But the Jewish dating is wrong! They
don’t use God’s timing but a Babylonian Moon/Year-teller
(Calendar). The true Passover is to take place 14 days after
the Evennights (Equinox) and thus falls on April 3rd. It is
markworthy that their passover this year is followed by the
pagan Easters’ “good Friday”. So we see, that the Jews have
a fake passover. Yet they hold it to prove a point, namely,

that only they keep it so they are God’s chosen. So God
too, needs to prove a point.
An Arab sendling, whose kin have been stuck in Jewish enforced squallor and utter poverty, has had a thought
put into his head. Strapped with blaststuffs (explosives),
he walks into a plush hotel where luxuries abound, where
the people are dripping in a wealth he and his kin can not
even dream of; and he blows himself apart. The day is
Jewish passover; the slain are the so-called ‘chosen ones.’
By Thursday night, the death toll was 22 and rising. The
Sendling of Death did not pass them over.
This tells us that Jewish sway is going down, and that
they are not God’s chosen Israelites, and that King Jesus’
wrath for them has only just begun .........
“... but those mine enemies, which would not that
I should reign over them, bring hither, and slay them
before me.” Luke 19:27.
--------------------------------------------------------------When a land rejects her history,
Sees but error in the past,
And its people view their sires,
In the light of fools, or liars,
‘Tis a sign of its decline,
And its splendour cannot last,
Branches, that but blight their roots,
Yield no sap for lasting fruits.
Courtesy BIWF, New Zealand
------------------------------------------------------------------THE SIGNS OF RELIGION:
A local priest and a local Methodist pastor were fishing from the side of the road. They thoughtfully made a
sign saying: “The End is Near! Turn yourself around now
before it’s too late!” and showed it to each passing car.
One driver that drove by didn’t appreciate the sign
and shouted at them,“Leave us alone you religious nuts!”
All of a sudden they heard a big splash, looked at
each other, and the priest said to the pastor, “You think
we should just put up a sign that says ‘bridge out’?”**
A little child in church for the first time watched as
the ushers passed the offering plates. When they neared
the pew where he sat, the youngster piped up so that
everyone could hear: “Don’t pay for me Daddy, I’m
under five.”**
-------------------------------------------------------------ANSWERS TO TWO TOUGH QUESTIONS:
Q1: If you said yes to the abortion then the world
would never have known or enjoyed the musical genius
of - Beethoven. What geniuses are killed by abortion
today??
Q2: Candidate A, is Franklin D. Roosevelt
Candidate B, is Winston Churchill
Candidate C, is Adolph Hitler.
Who was your choice?
---------------------------------------------------------------Halfway through the year again already so soon! My
doesn’t time fly? Again, I thank you most sincerely for all
the letters and orders for material, and for those whose
ongoing support makes it possible for us to continue.
May the Heavenly Father bless you for your faithfulness.
Your support is needed and very much appreciated.
Enclosed is the registration for the upcoming camp, God
Willing, in October. We do hope that many will come so
that we will have a good gathering, so that this will not
have to be the last camp, until further notice. We can not
do it without support and without people coming! May
God bless you and keep you and make His face shine on
you and give you His peace,
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